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ON A CHARACTERIZATION OF INVARIANT SUBSPACE

LATTICES OF WEIGHTED SHIFTS

B. S. YADAV AND S. CHATTERJEE

Abstract. The paper concerns itself with the characterization of invariant subspace

lattices of weighted shift operators on the Hubert space I2 with suitable conditions

on their weights. This characterization is also extended to the case of Banach spaces

/', 1 <p< oo.

1. Introduction. Let I2 be the Hilbert space of all square-summable complex

sequences x = {x0, xx, x2,...} with the norm

/    oo \l/2

n*n=   2 l*J2    •
\ m = 0 /

If {>vm}^=0 is a bounded sequence of nonzero complex numbers, then the operator

T, defined by

T{x0,xx,x2,...} = {0,w0x0,wxxx,w2x2,...},

is called a unilateral (forward) weighted shift on I2 with the weight sequence

iwm}m=o- We may, and shall, assume without any loss of generality that the weights

wm are positive real numbers [2, Problem 2]. By an invariant subspace M of T we

shall mean a closed linear manifold of I2 such that TM G M. We shall denote by

Lat T the lattice of invariant subspaces of T. Various authors have characterized

Lat T under suitable conditions on the weight sequence {wm}^=0. The following

characterization is due to Nikolsku [3]:

If the weight sequence {wm}™=0 is monotonically decreasing to zero and belongs

to I2, then

(1) LatP={{0},M,,M2,...,M„...,/2},

where

Mk = {x El2:xm = 0,m<k}.

The particular case of this result in which wm = 2~m was originally obtained by

Donoghue [1]; see also [5, p. 66]. The central theme of this paper is to exhibit that

Nikolskii's theorem holds under more general conditions on the weight sequence
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íMm}m=o- We shall say that the sequence {wm}*=0 is of bounded variation if

00

2  \wm-wm+x\<oo.
m=0

It is easy to see that if [wm}™=0 is monotonically decreasing, then it is of bounded

variation, but the converse is not true.

2. We now prove

Theorem 1. If the weight sequence {wm}^=0 is of bounded variation and

(2) 8 =   sup    2 "k + m yk + n
<00,

m>2,n  k = 0\Wm™m+\  ' ' * *a

then Lat T is given by (I).

Proof. Let {em}™=0 be the standard orthonormal basis of I2 and let M be an

invariant subspace of T. Firstly, we proceed to show that if a vector x = {xm}„=0,

with xQ ¥= 0, is in M, then M = I2. As

T"x =    010,.i;i0,xo>voWi • • • w„_,, x,w,rv2 • • ■ wn,... J,

it follows that

Tnx

xnwnw, ■ ■ ■ wn_
- e.

71-1

1+1

7=0 \ wow\ • • ■ w,n-1

i+l

2 I        |2    ^
w0 I xo |    m = 0

+ 1

H>,  • • • W„

w„2IUI|2   S   /w,

w0 I ̂ O I    m = 0

m+1 W„

w, • • • w>„

vm+l

wn2IUII2      »
2    2 i        12    •*

wowi l*ol   m=o

1 + 2
• V™

w„"

w2Hx||2      °°      m

S   2
<"t\Xor m~0 t"0\       W2 ■••W«

v* + 2 Wic + n

(Wm+1  -^ + 2)

2       00
6V,2 H* I' y    /

2     2 1 o     •"    V

wr>l  l*olm = 0

(by Abel's transformation [7])

^+.->v2+2)       (by (2))

oVllxll2    S  . ., , ,
1    \Wn,+ \~wm + 2}(Wm+l+Wm + 2)

W0W\  I *0 I2 m=0

2Ômw„2IUII2   »   . . -

« *o    m=o
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where ¡i = supm{wm} and C is a constant. Since {e„}™=0 is an orthonormal basis in l2

and 2^=o w2 < oo, it follows by the Paley-Wiener theorem [6, p. 208] that the system

T"x

[x0w0wx ■■■wn_x J

is a Riesz basis in I2, whence we conclude that M — I2. Again, if jc0 = 0 and k is the

least natural number such that xk ¥= 0, then we can similarly show that

00

V \T"x) = M
n = 0

Thus we have shown that every cyclic subspace of T is an Mk. Now our theorem

follows by observing that the span of any number of Mk's is again an Mk.

Our next theorem, which we state without proof, shows that the condition of

bounded variation can be dispensed with, provided that condition (2) is replaced by

a more stringent condition; even so, our theorem generalizes Nikolskn's result.

Theorem 2. If the weight sequence {wm}^=0 satisfies the condition

(3) 8=   sup     |  (^-•••^+")2<oo,
m^\,n  k = 0 *     m   m+l n >

then Lat T is given by (1).

Now we extend Theorem 2 for the lp spaces, 1 <p<<x>, which, in turn,

generalizes Nikolskii's main result [3, Theorem 2]. We shall denote by q the Holder

conjugate of p, i.e., the number determined by \/p + \/q = 1.

Theorem 3. Let T be a unilateral (forward) weighted shift on lp with weight

sequence {wm}%=0 and let

Ia\ S — V    I  Wk + m ' ' ' wk + n \     ^
(4) 8 =   sup      >.     -      < 00.

m>\,n  fctol W«W«+1  •"•»'J

Then Lat T is given by

LatJ= {{0},M,,AÍ2,...,M,,...,/'},

where

Mk= {xElP:xm = 0,m<k}.

We shall only sketch the proof of this theorem. Let M be any subspace of lp

invariant under T. If a vector x = {xm}™=0, x0 ¥" 0, is in M, we intend to show that

M = lp. Let v = {ym}™=0 be any element in lq such that y(T"x) = 0, n = 0,1,2,....

It will suffice to show thatjy = 0. We have, for x0 = 1,

-1 °°
yn — TT7T7 ~, ^   Wm+\Wm + 2 ' " ' wm + nXm+\ym + n+l>

WnWt    '   '   '   W„_ i „
0    1 n-1   m = 0
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and hence, using Holder's inequality, Abel's transformation and condition (4) in

succession, we obtain

«... jS    5 lwM--w¡    *«vk+\ nk + n

wo        \ m"o k~o \   WM • • • W»

'/«

^lUlloW 1 (\ym+H+lr-\yLn+2\<)\
wo \ m=o I

< •

i m = 0

w
<2^5,/«IU||||vl|.

wo

This inequahty is the main step in the proof of Nikolskiï's theorem [3]. By following

exactly the line of his argument, we can show that y = 0, and we are done.

If x — {xm}™=0 is a vector in M with x0 = 0, let k be the least positive integer

such that xk ^ 0. By repeating the argument used above, we obtain M = Mk. This

completes the proof.

3. We now consider the Hilbert space l2(Ck), k > 1, of norm-square-summable

sequences of vectors of the A;-dimensional unitary spaces C*. Thus l2(Ck) consists of

sequences

X — \Xm)m = Qi xm E C   ,

suchthat

1 iuji2<oo,
m = 0

where || xm \\ t is the norm of xm in C*, and

oo \ 1/2

2 wxjl)   .
. m = 0 /

We shall say that a nonempty subset 5 of l2(Ck) is a cyclic set of an operator T on

/ (C ) if
00

V {Tnx:xES} =l2(Ck).

71 = 0

The following theorem generalises a result due to Nikolskh [4, Lemma 1].

Theorem 4. Let T be a unilateral weighted shift on l2(Qk) with weight sequence

{wm)m=o sucn tnat {wm}m=o 's °f bounded variation and

<5> •--.2(a«^?1»),<«-
n      k = Q V 2 nn        I

Then any set ofk-vectors in l2(Ck), such that their first coordinates form a basis ofCk,

is a cyclic set of T.
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Proof. Let xU) = {x^}^, i- \,2,...,k, be k elements of /2(C*) such that

{x{q\ x(q\.. . ,x^k)] is a basis in C*. We assume without any loss of generality that

{xtf\ xff\... ,X(jk)} is an orthonormal basis in C*. Then

T"x^ = j 0,_0,...,0,wn_x • ■ • wxw0xX\ wn ■ ■ ■ w2wxx\'\... J .

71

For each z E C*, let e„(z) denote the element of l2(Ck) having z in the nth place

and 0 elsewhere. Now observing that

n*ia.jiu<ii*<0ii
and, as in the proof of Theorem 1,

|    ¡Wm+X---Wm + 7.)2<c    2

we have

T"x(-i'>

w0wx ■ ■ ■ wn I

2

y        Wm+\  ■■■wm

< Cwn \\x    ||  .

Since

\en\X0   j)n3>0, l*/«(t

is an orthonormal basis in l2(Ck) and

2   w2\\x^\\2<^,

I

it follows that the system

7! 3*0

T"x(i)

w0wx ■■■w„_x
7is«0, KKi

is a Riesz basis in l2(Ck), whence we conclude that {jc(,)}*=1 is a cyclic set of T.

The authors thank the referee, as also the editor, for their suggestions to rewrite

the paper in the present form.
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